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We have successfully created the Triangulation between the Cetacean family, the Angelic
Human Family and the Sirius B family that will allow telecommunication between all of our
Racelines.
These Triangulation Frequencies were recorded on Dolphin Baby.
This magical frequency that will turn on our telepathic communication with all dolphins and
whales and our Blue Families from Sirius B and Shamballa is set in motion on this new album
called DOLPHIN BABY. http://store.kagi.com/cgibin/store.cgi?storeID=6FGAR_LIVE&page=Dolphin_Baby&lang=en
We are creating a new kind of music that represents the new reality that we are now living
within. The Music of the Spheres is the infinite sound of creation that exists continuously in
the Mind of God. We can create an actual hologram of any reality that we want to appear in
our lives through light and sound, which is music.
We can connect to the tunnel of this infinite source of frequencies through our consciousness.
We must find the reality that we want to connect to within the infinite loop of frequencies. For
instance, if we want to win the Lotto, we purchase the lotto numbers and then Shift into the
Frequency or the Place where those numbers exist as the winning numbers. If we want to
become fifth dimensional, we Shift into the Frequency that aligns our consciousness through
the tunnel to that reality.
We connected our consciousness into the underwater, inner Earth Cosmic Domain. We
connected to our own Cetacean Family who are now in Aquafaria. We made our connection
with Cinderella, Shajinka, Winefred, Zeigfried, and Tinker Bell on our first visit. They began
transmitting visual messages through songs immediately in 2008. Those songs are recorded
on Dolphin Magic and Dolphins of Love.
It was the time and place in 2008 where we created the Triangulation between the Cetacean
family, the Angelic Human Family and the Sirius B family.
It was always Shajinka who had the strongest frequency. Her voice can be heard in all of my
recordings. She calls herself a dolphin because she knows we have a misunderstanding about
Orcas. She is the divine entity that will prepare our way for telepathic communication with
the Cetacean family.
Just as there was telepathic communication everywhere on our Future Earth within three days
of the birth of Shakana, so will there be telepathic communication on this Earth now that the
rebirth of the DolphinBabies from the Cosmic Oraphim Raceline have returned through the
Stardust being brought to Earth.
This magical frequency that will turn on our telepathic communication with all dolphins and
whales and our Blue Families from Sirius B and Shamballa is set in motion on this new album
called DOLPHIN BABY. http://store.kagi.com/cgibin/store.cgi?storeID=6FGAR_LIVE&page=Dolphin_Baby&lang=en

When we connect our consciousness to the Cosmic Dolphins in the realm of the Oraphim
Braharama Cetacean Raceline, we are connecting to the place where Aquafarians who live
and move and breathe within a different biological and chemical reality where the water is in
the form of hydrolaise. The elements of stardust, silicate matrix reality, 12 DNA template, cocreators of rainbows through light and sound, are all the Aquafarians who live in the in
between place where we can reconnect to that Divine Reality that we once lived in when Atal
LanE existed in its purest form and we lived with the Dolphins and whales within the Adashi
Temples of the in Between State or the Dream State where the Water and the Land become
Attuned into a new Melody.
We are introducing to the world the Future Vibration, the Music of the Future to help bring
the understanding through the expression of the frequencies themselves to help connect our
audiences Consciousness to the actual Divine Vibration that underlies all of the
transformation energies.
We have been creating the Divine Triangle where the Cetaceans from Oraphim Braharama
Raceline, the Sirius B Raceline and the Angelic Human are vibrating to a new frequency of
Attunement or At One Ment where we will create a brand new melody together in the Music
of the Spheres.
This time that is come at this end of this year, 2013 will complete the triangulation of the
hologram of the new water, the new biosphere, the new land, which is Shamballa.
Our Music of the Future is the Holographic Sound of the new reality that we have begun.
The first step in this transition is Telapathic Communication with the Cetaceans. This is what
Crystalai and aDolphino have been doing for the past ten years.
We have been preparing this hologram of triangulation. We were called to Monterey,
California by Zaurak, who is my starry brother from Sirius B. We were to connect to our
Cetacean family within the Monterey Bay that aligned through a Wormhole into the
Underwater Ciites of Light. This holy place where we stood directly in front of the
HIGHLANDS INN HOTEL is the place we watched the Cities of Light rise upon the Ocean
top. It is the place where we swam in consciousness with those in the Light Cities below and
above. It is the place where we watched our Dolphin Families and Friends Ascend between
the Ocean and the Cloud Cities. It is the place where we developed telepathic communication
with the Cosmic Dolphins and Whales and Seals.
We connected our consciousness into the underwater, inner Earth Cosmic Domain. We
connected to our own Cetacean Family who are now in Aquafaria. We made our connection
with Cinderella, Shajinka, Winefred, Zeigfried, and Tinker Bell on our first visit. They began
transmitting visual messages through songs immediately in 2008. Those songs are recorded
on Dolphin Magic and Dolphins of Love.
It was the time and place in 2008 where we created the Triangulation between the Cetacean
family, the Angelic Human Family and the Sirius B family.
We are introducing to the world the Future Vibration, the Music of the Future to help bring
the understanding through the expression of the frequencies themselves to help connect our
audiences Consciousness to the actual Divine Vibration that underlies all of the

transformation energies.
Why is this Album called Dolphin Baby?
The frequencies that sound like the cries of whales and dolphins in this album came from the
frequencies streaming through our atmosphere through the December 2013 solar alignment,
pole reversal, stardust enfoldment, and the arrival of the Frequency Signatures of our original
Spiritual Selves that were stored away in Sun Alcyone's Photon Belt.
The original race line of the Angelic Human was the Oraphim race line. One part of that race
line was the Braharama Oraphim Cetacean. They were once known as the Whale Family and
Whale People. There were originally many of the Cetaceans including Dolphins, Seals and
many Whales in this Raceline. They were Cosmic in nature. This family of Consciousness
were the creators who left their frequencies within the Cosmic Level of the Core of the Earth,
and through these frequencies they maintain their alignment with the help of the dolphins,
whales, seals, and other Cetaceans that they created and gave birth to in our oceans.
The frequencies that sound like the cries of whales and dolphins in this album came from the
frequencies streaming through our atmosphere through the December 2013 solar alignment,
pole reversal, stardust immersion, and the arrival of the Frequency Signatures of our original
Spiritual Selves that were stored away in Sun Alcyone's Photon Belt.
Next, we can create new music that combines instruments of this Earth with the instruments
of the parallel spiritual realities and the voices of the Cosmic Dolphins and the sound waves
of the Sirius B brotherhood to create our new melodies of our new future realities.
Sonic Vibrations, Accoustic Vibrations and Consciousness we have the complete Spectrum of
physical and spiritual reality and the tunnel that connects between.
This frequency music is the Tunnel that connects our consciousness to the Elohim of Hearing,
to the Divine Matrix, to the Mind of God, to the Cetaceans, the Sirians, the Pleiadians, to Sun
Alcyone, to Aquarius, to Aquafaria and to the Winning Lotto numbers. The frequencies
provide the parallel realities of all possible multiple realities.
Profoundly transformative use of transformational vibrations of the future to create a new
balance and harmony that has never been experienced before in our Omniverse.
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